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Sumberwatu Heritage Resort
Appreciating the deep philosophy of heritage and
culture, Sumberwatu Heritage Resort presents the collaboration of
new paradigm in both authentic cultural tourism destination and a
resort. Becoming one of the tourism destinations in which preserving
the richness of local culture, Sumberwatu Heritage Resort commits
to gather our guest to explore and maintain the precious
inheritance of local culture.

Pelataran Joglo

Villa Parang

Joglo depicts social status that defines a Palace. It has
high-ceiling reflecting forms of mountain as the highest place on
earth associated to the closes point to heaven. Functioning to
appreciate guests in a special occasion like a reception hall. Our
Joglo in Sumberwatu Heritage Resort has Soko Guru ( 4 main pillars)
that is 300 years old made from antique teakwood with threedimensional crafted design. It is constructed in detail to keep its
philosophical meaning. Two antique brass chandeliers of the
Indonesian early history are hung in the center as part of the overall
heritage elements.
Located higher than the other area at Sumberwatu
Heritage Resort, experience the overview landmark overlooking
Abhayagiri Restaurant, natural view from the hill, open theather
with Sumberwatu Site as background and surrounds. Up to 400
seating indoor and outdoor, Pelataran Joglo is the perfect choice
for gatherings and events.

Exquisite private villa with Batik inspiration in every detail
touch brings the concept of Villa Parang a luxury stay wrapped in
traditional nuance. Absorbing Batik Parang as one of the classic
Batik patterns is selected to bring every elements of this villa has its
exceptional style of interior design. Providing three bedrooms,
Jacuzzi, dining room, impartial kitchen, big terrace, garden, koi
pond, and small gazebo, Villa Parang can be part of your holiday
with family and loved ones.

Location

Sumberwatu Site

Nestled in hilly area of Sumberwatu in between
Yogyakarta and Surakarta, Sumberwatu Heritage Resort is only 15
minutes from Bandara Adisutjipto and 30 minutes from Yogyakarta
downtown. It is surrounded by Prambanan Temple, Ratu Boko
Temple, Sojiwan Temple, and Barong Temple. As an alternative for
both cultural tourism destination and leisure, Sumberwatu Heritage
Resort offers stunning view from the hill overlooking the Merapi
Mountain, Prambanan Temple, and beautiful nature surround.

Under the supervision of an Excavation team from
Yogyakarta's Heritage Conservation Agency (BPCB Yogyakarta),
Sumberwatu Heritage Resort restore and rebuild the archeological
site in order to maintain its original forms. As part of the resort,
Sumberwatu Site becomes the true commitment to preserve the
precious inheritance of culture.

Open Theatre
With Sumberwatu Site as the background, conceptual
Open Theatre puts beautiful nuance for art performance,
entertaining show, or any company events. Over 200-tribune
theatre seating capacity, the Open Theatre also completed with
cutting-edge lighting, multimedia, and hydraulic system stage to
support dramatic performance that can stunningly amuse their
audience.

Swimming Pool
Completing the idea of leisure, our swimming pool
located near Villa Parang and Abhayagiri Restaurant and Banquet
Service. Enjoy relaxing recreation at our swimming pool with the
perfect view from the hill can be another exciting activities for our
guests.
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Deriving from its meaning 'Abhaya' is peace and 'Giri'
symbolizes hill, this landmark conveying the beauty of Yogyakarta
from the peaceful hill. Abhayagiri is a restaurant located inside
Sumberwatu Heritage Resort compound. Dining here, explore the
serenade selection cuisine and be spoiled with the astonishing
view. Our Chefs and team have been creating artistic signature
traditional menu and western menu serving in an international class
cuisine using most of the local ingredients. Close to the restaurant,
our swimming pool decorates the breath taking view for best
ultimate relaxation experience. Providing comfortable and
soothing place to dine, our venue capacity for outdoor and indoor
seating can accommodate any of memorable events, private
party, wedding, or meetings.
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